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1. EDITORIAL 

· ry,hese words might sound better the other 
l. way round: "Don't forget, but forgive". 

They are reminders of South Africa's past 
- of the child deaths in the concentration 
camps and the miseries of martial law for 
Afrikaners deprived of livelihood and dignity 
by the British conquerors during the great 
Anglo-Boer war. And memories too of the 
magnanimity which gripped the Boer leader
ship in the post-war years. It paid them to bury 
the hatchet, just as it paid the British to admit 
that they were in the wrong. Afrikaners were 
in power again within eight years of the peace, 
and running the 'United South Africa' (which, 
according to the dominant opinions of the 
day, was what came into being on 31 May 
1910). 

The situation in 1992 is not identical. The 
sustained sufferings of th~ voteless over 
eighty years belong to an utterly different 
order of magnitude in both duration and scale 
to those of the Afrikaner people over three, 
real though the latter were if Smuts could say, 
and mean, that peace was necessary for the 

· physical survival of his people. 

Today we wait for a new dispensation while 
the old order is indicted of massive corruption 
and criminality. There is more than one op
tion in handling such a situation. One route 
could lead to Nuremberg type trials - an 
appalling concept. Nuremberg reflected the 
indignation of peoples horrified by the evi
dence of enormous and cynical brutality. Acts 
of judicial pursuit, mixed with some measure 
of revenge (what the Romans called the lex 
talionis) have continued until May 1992. The 
purgation has as good as happened, but so has 
the re-emergence of shadow Nazi movements 

· in Germany and elsewhere. 

There are some whites, including some in 
the Afrikaner establishment, as well as others 
from across the political spectrum who see the 
need to apologize. There are others who do 

not, on the ground that apartheid was a "re
grettable" but an honest attempt to be fair to 
all. There may well be others who would like 
to eat humble pie, but dare not for fear of 
further arousing the animal instincts of the 
Right, or because they sense that the scandals 
which have clouded Codesa make it unsafe to 
accept a power shift just yet. 

Many among the disenfranchised are right
fully angry at the Government's attempt to 
bring• in minority safeguards while any at
tempt in past years to secure protection for 
most South Africans were laughed away. 
What right has any government, with such a 
record, to dictate the terms of transition? 
How presumptuous, others think, to have 
Codesa at all! 

Our plea, in which we are not alone, is that 
disclosures of past misdemeanours on both 
sides should be total, and indemnity for pol
itical offenses and corrupt practices -be com
plete. The ancient Greeks built war memorials 
out of wood, because timber exposed to the 
elements will perish. Symbolically, this could 
be said to have happened after the Anglo-Boer 
war - an episode in our history which pres
ents far more object lessons for the present 
than have ever been drawn upon. There are 
some fine-conciliators among the leading pro
tagonists of the New South Africa, too. We 
need them to succeed. 

Editors: Rodney Davenport & Jeremy Sarkin-Hughes 

Published by the Civil Rights League 
P.O. Box 23394 
Claremont 
n3s 

Printed on the SRC Press UCT 
May 1992 

Membership subs for 1992 are now due for those 
members who have not paid or those who want to join 
the League. 
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2. The Future of the 
Judiciary 

A recent public meeting and workshop run by the Civil Rights League 
in association with the Department of Public Law at UC'.f. 

On May 21st 1992, the Civil Rights League and the 
Department of Public Law co-hosted a pµblic meeting 
on Toe Appointment of Judges in the future South 
African Constitution'. There were three speakers: 
Kader Asmal (Research Professor of Human Rights, 
University of the Western Cape, and a member of the 
National Executive of the African National Congress), 
David Beatty (Professor of Law, University of Toronto, 
Canada, and currently a visitor at UCT), and John 
Dugard (Professor of Law, Wits, and a Patron of the 
League). The speakers focused on the selection of 
judges to a future South African Constitutional Court. 

Professor Asmal opened the discussion by pointing 
to the long-standing commitment of the ANC to the 
idea of a Bill of Rights enforced by a Constitutional 
Court. He stressed that a substantial change · in ap
proach would have to be adopted by the South African 
judiciary in order to make such a court legitimate. He 
proposed that the best way to achieve such a judiciary 
would be to provide for appointment by a Judicial 

• Service Committee 1Commission? • editors] working 
with the Justice Committee of a future Senate (upper 
House of Parliament) . This would allow for some form 
of popular participation in the appointment of judges 
who would perform a vital political task under a new 
constitution. 

Professor Beatty put forward a simple but challeng
ing point of view. He argued that it did not matter what 
words were used in a constitution: the personalities of 
the judges who interpreted those words was the cru
cial factor. He substantiated his point with several 
examples from the decisions of the Canadian Supreme 
Court since -1982 in interpreting its Charter of Rights. 
He mentioned other examples in the work of the 
Japanese, Indian, Italian, German and American Su
preme Courts, and the European Court of Human 
Rights at Strasbourg. Beatty maintained that the Ger
man Court, whose judges are selected by a committee 
of politicians drawn from the Bundesrat (upper house 

of the legislature) has best preserved human rights and 
acted as a check on.legislative and executive unreason
ableness. The Japanese judges, selected by and from 
the practising lt:gal profession alone, have performed 
worst in this regard. Beatty urged·that judges must be 
selected by a body representative of the public and not 
by lawyers alone.Professor Dugard was more circum
spect. While ac.knowledging the shortcomings in South 
Afrjca's past practice of appointing judges, as well as 
its effect on their judgments in the face of harsh 
apartheid and security laws, he proposed that a law
yer-dominated Judicial Service Commission would 
best meet future needs. At the same time, Dugard 
pleaded for a substantial widening of the pool from 
which judges could be drawn, to include attorneys, 
academics and lawyers in public service positions, 
which might help to achieve sufficient representativity 
in the courts in respect of race, gender and region. 

The addresses were followed by questions from the 
audience of about seventy people, among whom were 
four judges of the Cape Supreme Gourt. 

That a number of preconceptions and assumptions 
had been brought into question by the speakers be
came clear two days later, when the Department of 
Public Law at UCT held an all-day seminar on the same 
issue. Here the focus was wider, and embraced other 
superior courts, and magistrates' courts. The seminar 
format, providing for lead-in commentators and more 
time for discussion, ensured a lively interchange of 
ideas. Strongly contrasting points of view were ex
pressed in a constructive spirit, and the mood among 
participants was very positive. 

It is hoped that these two events will spark debate 
concerning an issue which is so central to the success
ful establishment and preservation of constitutional 
government in a future South Africa. Somehow a 
balance must be strucks between judicial inde
pendence and accountability. 
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3. A Human Rights Lobby Group 
For The N~w Constitution 

A workshop at which various human rights groups 
~ Lattempt to pool their ideas about what should 
go into a bill of rights will have met in ·Port Elizabeth, 
under the auspices of the Human Rights Trust, before 
this Newsletter is in your hands. The Civil Rights 
League committee, now expanded to include younger 
memben who are actively engaged in the issues, will 
be represented at the meeting. 

An edited version of the position papers contributed 
by some of the members is given below. These are 
views of the individual authors who presented the 
papers. 

1. An appropriate forum for hearing 
civil rights issues, 

by Hugh Corder, University of Cape Town. 

[Here is a proposal for a new mechanism, unlike 
anything we have had in our constitutional structures 
up to now]. 

~ e SA Law Commission proposes a special division 
of the Appellate Division to hear challenges to 

legislation and executive action on the basis of human 
rights contraventions. The Chief Justice would be the 
arbiter of whether a matter should be heard by the 
'ordinary' or the 'constitutional' division. Judges of 
Appeal would serve in one or the other. 

The ANC proposes a Constitutional Court separate 
from the ordinary Supreme Court structures. 

Both accept that ordinary courts would hear a 
human rights ma~er initially, and pronounce on it, but 
a right of appeal would lie to the constitutional divi
sion/ court. Both also seem to anticipate the possibility 
of matters going straight to such a forum in the case 
of urgency or importance, and an advisory role for the 
constitutional division on possible clashes between 
draft legislation and the Constitution/Bill of Rights. 

A separate Constitutional Court seems the more 
likely choice, because it will represent a break with the 
past artd allow the direct appointment of'new judicial 
blood' at the higbe.st level, thus beginning the process 
of making the judiciary more representative of the 
population as a whole. The method of appointing the 
judges will be critical. It seems that some form of 
Judicial Service Commission, together with the Legis
lature, will play an important role in judicial selection, 

with the Head of State retaining the formal power of 
appointment. The period of office is likely to be fixed 
for judges of the Constitutional Court (e.g. 12 years, as 
in Germany). 

There also seems to be general agreement that a 
Human Rights Commission, an Equal Opportunities 
Commission, and an Ombudsman/person would have 
parts to play, and that human rights education would 
be a priority. 

2. Minority and Group Rights 
by Margot Pienaar, University of Stellenbosch 

[Here is a summary of the debate whether a society 
which has been so ridden with unequal and separate 
racial groups can afford to provide formal protection 
for the rights of groups i? addition to the rights of 
individuals]. 

A Minority Group is defined by Capotorti as: 'A group 
~ umerically inferior to the rest of the population of 
a State, in a non-dominant position, whose members 
being nationals of the State possess ethnic, religious 
or linguistic characteristics differing from those of the 
rest of the population and show, if only i.niplicitly, a 
sense of solidarity, directed towards preserving their 
culture, traditions, religion or language'. 

Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (1966) provides that: 'In those states 
in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, 
persons belonging to such minorities shall not be 
denied the right, in community with other members of 
their group; to enjoy their own culture, to profess and 
practice their own religion or to use their own lan
guage'. 

There are two principal and opposing interpreta
tions of article 27. They disagree as to whether it refers 
to individuals or groups. 

According to Capotorti, the first holds that although 
the phrase 'minority rights' is used, the protection 
provided by these rights accrues to individuals who 
share certain values and wish to express such values 
in association with other individuals. The argument is 
based on the existence of the (individual) human right 
of association. 

The second interpretation holds that article 27 
refers to groups since there is an obligation on the state 
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to assist such groups in the exercise of their values/cul
ture/language etc, and the group as a legal entity 
acquires certain rights which can be claimed from the 
state by the leader of that group. 

But are cultural groups legal entities with legitimate 
claims to legal protection of 'collective rights'? Such 
rights are claimed by some authors and denied by 
others on the grounds that the so-called 'collective 
rights' are derived from individual rights, that such 
groups do not have intrinsic rights, and that the object 
of protection (the right to exercise a certain language, 
religion- or culture) can just as easily and should 
therefore be protected as an individual right. 

In view of the unsatisfactory manner in which group 
classification has been employed in the South African 
context, it would be likely to have an adverse effect on 
the promotion of a human rights culture if the enjoy
ment of specific human rights is linked ·to membership 
of a specific, legally classified group. 

The impasse concerning the interpretation of article 
27 becomes academic when one considers that the 
right to freedom from discrimination on the basis of 
colour, sex, language or creed would operate in con
junction with an article 27-type clause in a future bill 
of rights, and underscore the fact that it is possible to 
protect those rights (which can only be exercised in a 
group context) as individual rights. 

3. Gay rights and rights to privacy ·_ 
are they separate from other personal 
rights? 

by Christopher Barends, University of Cape Town. 

[I have understood this issue to be: 'Should gay 
rights and other rights to privacy be constitutionally 
protected ~ or are they subsumed under general 
personal rights?'. I have dealt mainly with gay rights 
as they seem to crystallise the issues rather well ... ] 

A n overview of the experience of other countries is 
~ eyond the scope of this introduction; but it is 
generally true to say that the Personal Rights guaran
teed in such august d6cuments as the American Con
stitution and its Amendments, and the European 
Convention on Human Rights have not proved suffi
cient to protect the rights of homosexuals and other 
'minority' groups. A number of states in the USA and 
countries of the EEC still retain statutes which either 
outlaw homosexual practices or discriminate against 
homosexuals in some way or other, despite numerous 
test cases which have come before the courts. 

The American and European experiences show how 
the courts themselves have not ~ways handled the 
problem rationally. Because all forms of gender dis
crimination are deep-seated in our culture, it is im-

portant that civil rights charters and legislation should 
be introduced to protect homosexuals as well as 
women. The gay and lesbian monement and the 
women's movement have a common need. 

The compilers of any bill of rights always have to 
strike a balance between phrasing that is overly spe
cific and that which is overly general. There does seem 
to be an argument for specific provisions for gay righ~, 
but on the other hand some argue for extremely broad 
provisions. Thus the Dutch Constitution prohibits 'dis
crimination ... on any grounds whatsoever'. 

[Mr Barends appends ~ree alternative constitu
tional approache.s to the problem:] 

(a) The SA Law Commission's Report on Group and 
Human Rights lists as a fundamental right: 

'The right to human dignity and-equality before the 
law, which means there shall be no discrimination on 
the ground of race, colour, language, sex, religion, 
ethnic origin, social class, birth, political or other views 
or any disability or other natural characteristic .. .'; but 
it g~es on to suggest that the protection of the last 
groups should not be solved by a bill of rights but 
through a civil rights charter or legislation. 

(b) The UN Declaration of Human Rights refers 
(Article 2) to 'rights and freedoms ... without distinc
tion of any kind, such as race, colour ... etc, birth or 
other status'; and the right of a person under Article 
12 not to be 'subjected to arbitrary interference with 
his [or her] privacy ... nor to attacks upon his [or her] 
honour and reputation'; and the right under Article 20 
'to freedom of ... association'. It does not deal with the 
problem of enforcement. 

(c) The Dutch Equal Treatment Bill of 1981 affirmed 
that 'the attainment of a general recognition of the 
equivalence of people in society will be highly served 
if unjustified discrimination between persons on ac
count of sex, homosexuality or marital status is 
counteracted in social life and public administration'. 
This implies that protection should come via legisla
tion arising out of a bill of rights. 

4. Socio-Economic Rights and the Bill 
of Rights 

By Jeremy Sarkin-Hughes, University of the Western 
Cape 

Hum~ Rights are broadly divided into three ca-
tegones: 

A) First generation or blue rights. These are political 
and civil rights. Examples include the right to life, 
equality, freedom of speech, religion, movement and 
due process. 
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B) Second generation, socio-economic or red rights. 
These are the social, economic and cultural rights. 
Examples include the right to education, to work, to, 
housing, to social security and to health. 

C) Third generation or green rights. These are 
termed solidarity rights. Examples include the right to 
peace, development, and a clean environment. 

There are three approaches to the question of inclu-
sion of socio-economic rights in a Bill of Rights: 

1) Include them as any other right in the Bill. 
2) Exclude them completely. 
3) Include them only as directives or principles of 

- state policy such as in the Irish, Indian and Namibian 
constitutions. 

The main reasons advocated for non inclusion of 
second and third generation rights are that: 

1) These rights are non-justiciable (i.e. they are not 
enforceable by the courts) and there would be little 
purpose of including them. 

2) The inclusion of these rights will create a duty 
upon the state to provide facilities, services or assist
ance necessary to secure these rights. But it is argued 
that in most countries these rights cannot be delivered. 
This, so the argument goes, is especially true in South 
Africa regardless of what Government there is as there 
will not be the funds available to deliver these rights. 
Therefore the inclusion of these rights will create 
expectations which cannot be met, thus adversely 
effecting the integrity and legitimacy of the Bill of 
Rights. 

3) The legislature that is elected by a fully demo
cratic goverrunertt will be reflective of all South Afri
cans while the court doing the adjudication (even if a 
newly constituted constitutional court is formed) will 
not be an elected or accountable body and therefore 
why should such a body redirect state funds, if it were 
able to? Should not the allocation of state funds in the 
budget, and the priorities set, rather be left to a 
democratically elected Parliament? Anyway, can a 
court really investigate fully the merits of according 
more to pensions than housing or defence? 

4)The concept of rights as trumps • that there is a 
hierarchy created by the inclusion of these rights 
which undermine the value of the other rights in the 
Bill. 

The main reasons advocated for their inclusion are 
that: 

1) Those that see first generation rights as negative 
· rights and socio-economic rights as positive duties only 

misconstrue the nature of these rights. Not all civil 
rights are in fact negative in character (eg: the right to 
fair trial which would include the positive duty to 
provide a legal system with court rooms and judges 
who are skilled and unbi~ed). The right to vote also 
ensures positive state action to organise an election. 

At the same time certain socio-economic rights are 
negative as well as positive in character such as the 
provision of safe working conditions. 

2) Because of economic underdevelopment in the 
third world, these rights are seen by these communities 
as the core of human rights. It is argued that South 
Africa be, if it is not, classified as a third world country, 
and therefore that these rights be emphasised because 
of the existing economic conditions. Additionally, as 
human rights are seen by these communities as com
munal in character they stress that emphasis must be 
accorded to those rights which enhance the people as 
a whole. 

3) Even if these rights are not enforceable by the 
courts the educational value of including them in the 
Bill should not be discounted. 

4) The demands that have been fought for years by 
the majority are those issues that are encapsulated in 
these rights.To ignore them would be to frustrate all 
the years of struggle for equality and freedom. 

5) The majority of South Africa's population lives in 
squalor and economic degradation caused largely by 
apartheid. To exclude these rights weuld simply leave 
economic empowerment to the whims of the market
place. 

Therefore, consensus might be reached as to the 
inclusion of socio-economic rights as fundamental ob
jectives, directives or principles of state policy. These 
non-justiciable declarations would be used as prin
ciples of interpretation when other rights are adjudi
cated. They would also be used as guidelines for state 
action, to direct the legislature when making law. As 
Okere suggests, they would be a "beacon to guide the 
government in steering the ship of state." 

S. Anti-Discrimination Measures and 
Hate Speech 

by Alfred Cockrell, University of Cape Town 

Jt is generally agreed that freedom of speech is one of 
the most important liberties that should be guaran

teed in a future Bill of Rights; but controversy enters 
when attempts are made to place limits upon the 
exercise of that right. Given a belief in the value of free 
speech and a belief in the values of non-racism, is it 
legitimate for the state to outlaw the espousal of racist 
views? 

One response to this question is to defend freedom 
of speech in 'absolute' terms, arguing that any restric
tion along the lines of the one proposed above would 
completely negate the existence of the alleged right. 
The absolutist would wish the state to adopt an 
attitude of official neutrality towards the propagation 
of racist views, and would argue that the individual 
'right' must of necessity include the right to do the 
'wron_g' thing if we are to take seriously the claims of 
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moral autonomy. This argument is frequently but
tressed by a 'slippery slope' argument (that any restric
tion on the right to free speech is likely to amount to 
the first step down-the road to totalitarianism), or a 
'blunt instrument' argument (that the criminal law is 
too blunt a tool for inculcating the ethics of non-racism 
in the hearts and minds'of citizens). 

A competing response proceeds from a commitment 
by the state to perfectionism rather than neutrality, 
and entitle it to intervene over racism and hate speech 
for either consequentialist or non-consequentialist rea
sons. The 'consequentialist' argument is that the free
dom to espouse racism would generate nohe Pf the 
desirable consequences (truth, knowledge, etc) that 
are normally attributed to the privilege of free speech. 
And a non-consequentialist would suggest that no 
violation of important individual values· such as 'dig
nity' or 'authenticity' is involved in the suppression of 
a racist ideology that is ex hypothesi worthless. This is 
not a free-wheeling licence to the state to limit the right 
to free speech whenever the mood takes it: it merely 
involves the restriction of free speech in those specific 
circumstances where the content would run counter 
to the fundamental values of equality to which the state 
is already committed. 

In many ways this issue might be said to reach the 
core of the philosophical question as to why we should 
values rights in the first place. It must be conceded that 
on most debates regarding 

proposed limitations on the right of free speech, the 
'absolutist' is likely to have the winning argument. But 
in the specific issue of racist speech the 'perfectionist' 
seems to hold the trumps, since the state is surely 
entitled to suppres~ as worthless those racist views 
which purport to occupy the same logical space as the 
state's anterior commitment to the values of non
racism. 

[A question arises here, as to whether racist speech 
should be banned, or merely racist behaviour. It has 
also been suggested that a Bill of Rights should merely 
list the right of free speech, leaving it to Parliament to 
limit freedom, but orµy through legislation which is 
testable in court against the bill of rights itself]. 

6. Affirmative Action 
by Ken Hughes, University of Cape Town 

[This contribution suggests a narrower definition of 
acceptable affirmative action than that given by Dene 
Smuts in her address to the League's a.g.m. in October 
last year: see vol. 38 no. 4) 

Qne [difference] is numerical. The sheer size of the 
Black population suggests the pool of talent is 

large, and there should be less need for desperate 
measures to locate it. 

Another arises from the legacy of apartheid. Pref
erential racial appointment is not an individual right 
but the right of a group to exclude other groups. For 
this reason the principal mass political movements in 
South Africa have rejected group rights as smacking of 
apartheid. The ANC has specifically rejected quotas. 

A third point is that some Blacks see affirmative 
action not as the opposite of apartheid but as a means 
of perpetuating white rule. As Vincent Maphai force
fully put it: 'If you wanted to keep Whites on top, 
wouldn't the obvious thing to do, be to go out and 
appoint the stupidest Blacks you couJd find?' · 

(1) No policy is acteptable if it involves dishonesty 
(one must not ~bandon standards and tell lies about 
it). 

(2) No policy is acceptable if it involves racial 
condescension. 

(This is a more difficult requirement as many of the 
adwcates of extreme affirmative action policies do not 
believe that they are being condescending). 

Among the options which are available, then, are 
the following: 

(1) Using racial criteria but only as tie-breakers 
when merit critera give out (This ensures that Black 
appointees can be confident that they a.. • as good as 
the best available White person. But othet , •ise this 
policy has many of the same costs as reverse discrimi
nation). 

(2) Supplementing best-person-for-the-job appoint
ments with best-job-for-~he-person appointments 
when one comes across outstanding Black candidates. 

(3) But the best alternative of all seems to be the 
policy known as Non-Racial Affirmative Action, 
namely offering college places - appointments to 
individuals on the basis of individual merit and indi
vidual potential only, avoiding racial categories al
together. This will take account of past discrimination 
- a student with a 'C aggregate who comes through a 
township school from a broken home can be deemed 
to display comparable promise to an 'A' student edu
cated at a private school - but does so without invok
ing the invidious concept of race. 

The same argument will apply elsewhere. It is better 
to target 'the poor' as such than to target 'Blacks' as 
such. (Radical historians tell us there are not a few 
Blacks who did very well out of apartheid). 

[One can also consider, if affirmative action is to be 
taken to redress injustices of the past, whether it 
should not be seen as a temporary rather than a 
permanent feature of public policy] . 
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4. Civil Rights 
.Education Action 

Project 
(CREAP) 

Tie Civil Rights Education Action Project (CREAP) 
is a community-based organisation dedicated to 

providing people in the Western Cape with informa
tion about human rights. 

CREAP is a human rights education forum made up 
of representatives from the following organizations: 
Civil Rights League, Lawyers for Human Rights, 
NICRO, Human Rights Commission, NADEL, and 
Street Law. Apartheid South Africa has not, until now, 
allowed a human rights culture to develop. Therefore, 
a sense of urgency exists around the need to help create 
and foster a human rights culture and demonstrate the 
value of, and need for, human rights. 

Activities in which CREAP has been involved in
clude: the Children's Summit to be held in Somerset 
West at the end of May, an International Children's 
Conference to be held from 10-13 June, a Human 
Rights Art competition, and activities to celebrate 
International Human Rights Day (10 December). lo 
addition, CREAP has conducted a number of educa
tional workshops for children and adults about human 
rights. Most recently, CREAP held a debate entitled. 
"Culture versus Human Rights" on 26 May, and a 
weekend Human Rights Camp where 60 school child
ren from over 15 schools engaged in activities to 
promote human rights awareness and to allow. high 
school students fr~m different backgrounds to interact. 

CREAP will run workshops, give lectures or sem
inars on a number of different topics related to human 
rights for any group or organisation that wishes to hold 
such events. 

Jeremy.Sarkin-Hughes (Chairperson) 
Tel. (021) 959-2167 
or685-7004 

Pax (021) 959-2960 

s. Some Talking 
Points From Recent 

Newspapers 

(1) How Safe Is Press Freedom? 

*** At a conference on "Free Expression and Global 
Media" in Washington in March 1992, Mr Max du 
Preez, editor of Vrye Weekblad, said that the South 
African press was enjoying a "Prague Spring" and he 
was "not very optimistic" that it would last. A majority
based government was likely to be just as hostile to the 
press as the National Party had been ... 

Both Mr Thami Mazwai, day editor of the Sowetan, 
and Mr Cyril Madladla, of the Durban-based UmAfrika, 
felt that the way the major media groups had sup
ported a "yes" vote in the rlferendum set a dangerous 
precedent, because the next government might use it 
to demand a similar degree of loyalty over issues that 
it deemed to be of national importance ... Mr Madladla 
warned that ''black journalists are already being more 
harassed by "black political formations than by the 
government'' ... Ms Rehana Rossouw of ... South said 
it was necessary for the alternative press to profession
alise and become a business, rather than become "civil 
servants of the government''. "Are we still going to be 
sycophants of the liberation movements?" she asked ... 
(Cape Times, 25 March 1992) 

***''Not without reason, South African journalists 
are far from certain that Press freedom is going to be 
any safer under a future government than it has been 
under the N'ational Party. 

But the 'alternative' newspapers have become mem
bers of the Newspaper Press Union, and it should not 
be forgotten that when the former State President 
thought he could send the alternative newspapers to 
the firing squad while maintaining a facade of toler
ance towards the mainstream Press, he singly failed to 
secure the cooperation of the Newspaper Press Union. 

The alternative newspapers have now made it clear 
that they will not be the lackeys of a regime they have 
struggled to put in power. They deserve success in 
maintaining that posture and in solving the economic 
problems that will almost certainly beset them". 
(Cape Times, 27 March 1992) 
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This Newsletter salutes the editors of the New Na
tion, South, the Sowetan, Die Vrye Weekblad and the 
Weekly Mail, in particular, for the quality of their 
investigative journalism in recent months. 

It also asks of the Press in general, whether it would 
not be possible to devote ~ess energy to the sensational, 
controversial events at Codesa, and devote more space 
to setting out and giving publicity to the activities of 
those who are seeking to make a new constitution, 
rather than to undermine it. It is the moderators in the 
middle, rather than the firebrands, who are doing the 
really important work and we need to know who they 
are. 

(2) How Can We Reconcile Amnesty 
For Political Offenses With The 
Necessary Rigour Of Criminal Justice? 

*** 'Last month the Rand Supreme Court [Judge M.J. 
Strydom] ~onvicted ... a former National Soccer League 
PRO of stealing R7,4 million from the League. 

[Before pronouncing sentence] the judge asked 
state counsel what he should make of the fact that 
prison authorities released criminals soon after they 
had been given long prison terms. 

"What purpose will it serve if I send the accused to 
jail for any considerable period of 10, 12 or 15 years, 
and after two years he is released by the prison-auth
orities", he asked. ·"What must I do? Treble the sentence 
I think should be imposed?"' (Cape Time~, 11 Feb., 
1992) 

***'Four policemep, sentenced to death in 1988 for 
murdering suspects, served just over three years in jail, 
the Minister of Correctional Services ... disclosed yes
terday. Their death sentences were commuted in No
vember 1988 by former president Mr P.W. Botha, but 
they were all released on parole last year subject to 
specific conditions ... • (Cape Times, 15 Feb. 1992) 

***See also the Weekly Mail, 8-14 May '92 p. 6 for 
accounts of the release ofKhethane Shange, a KwaZulu 
policeman, sentenced -to 27 years for murder but re
leased after only 9 months, and of Constable Thulani 
Philip Choeni, sentenced for 18 years for murder, but 
released after 17 months. 

In light of the conviction of Captain Brian Mitchell 
in the Trust Feeds case, and of the current re-opening 
of the case of Matthew Goniwe and his colleagues, it 
seems more urgent than ever to impose exemplary 
punishments on law enforcers who committed crimi
nal acts. 

But let us not, at the same time, criminalise all 
policemen or fail in gratitude for the courageous acts 

carried out at great personal risk by so many members 
of the force. The regular news reports of policemen 
who meet violent deaths on duty make sickening 
reading. 

(3) Schools, The Budget And The New 
South Africa 

We have r:ecently been told thaf if the growth rate 
does not come up to expectations the interest on the 
national debt will rise in three years from just over 11 
percent to over 50 p_ercent of GNP. That is half-way to 
national bankruptcy. 

And we still have fourteen education departments. 
And 4000 less white teachers under the Government's 
new Model 'C' economy measures. Their absence from 
the classroom can only make the work of those who 
rema.in behind to face larger pupil numbers more 
demoralizing than it was before. 

At the same time we are trying to prepare our 
citizens for the New South Africa, with all the demands 
which it is going to make on our understanding, and 
our tolerance. 

Untold numbers 'out there' who walked out of black 
schools in the 1970s and 1980s, or were not allowed 
to return have missed out on one learning experience 
without giving us too clear an idea of what has taken 
its place beyond a weakening of resistance to totalita
rian appeals and violence. 

At the same time, there is clearly a ferment going on 
among educationalists to bury the educational policies 
of the past and bring the learning experience closer to 
today's realities. One only has to notice what is hap
pening through the efforts of the Molteno Trust at the 
lower levels and institutions like the Giyani College of 
Education at the level of teacher training to realize this. 

So if we can set Codesa in motion, and take the first 
steps towards an economic forum, can't we move faster 
than we are on the educational front in a similar way? 
- perhaps with an educational Codesa, with an end to 
prescription from the top; perhaps by short-circuiting 
the 'own affairs' networks without having to wait for a 
new constitution (for don't we need the new educa
tional approach to make a new constitution work?) 
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6. South Mrica, Civil Liberties And The 
Universal Declaration Of Human Rights: 

Where Do We Stand? 

By Rodney Davenport 

~ e our newspapers are full of horror stories of 
. private and public inhumanity, the world has 

begun to believe that we are putting our house in 
order. Let us therefore try to see how we measure up 
to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted 
by ~ost governments, but not yet by ours. 

To make the task manageable I propose to split the 
topic and limit discussion in this issue to traditional 
civil rights only. 

The Universal Declaration focuses, first, on the lib
erty of the subject: the right to life, liberty and security 
(Article 3). It bans slavery and serfdom ( 4) and torture 
and judicial degradation (5). It insists on a guarantee 
of access to law (6), and of a judicial remedy for rights 
abuse (8). It prohibits arbitrary arrest, de~ention or 
exile (9). It lays down the right to a fair trial (10), the 
right to be considered innocent till proved guilty, and 
punished only for breach of known laws operative at 
the time (11), and the right to privacy of home and 
corres-pondence '(12): 

There are also rights which entitle people to act in 
particular ways: to move freely and choose where to 
live in one's country and to travel abroad and return 
(13); to claim asylum but for political crimes only (14), 
to have a nationality and to change it (15). The 
marriage of. men and women on· equal terms, and 
family life should be protected (16), likewise property 
ownership (17). Freedom of thought, conscience and 
religion must be guaranteed (18), along with the right 
to express them (19), and the freedom both to associ
ate and not to associate (20). Finally, it insists on the 
right to take part in government as elected repre
sentative or civil servant, and the right to vote in 
elections held under universal suffrage (21). It will be 
noted that all these rights have to do with the protec
tion at the individual from unlawful interference with 
his or her personal freedom. 

Other rights have more to do with equality: that all 
people have equal dignity and rights (1), and equality 
before the law (7); that neither race, colour, gender, 
language, religion, opinions, national and social 
origin, property, birth or status should be taken to 

justify discrimination (2); and that all rights are sub
ject to non-infringement of the rights of others (29). 

How far along this road have we come in South 
Africa? Let us take the clauses of the Declaration in 
sequence: 

Article 1 
We seem to be moving, jerkily, towards equal rights 

and dignity, but what a tortuous road it has been! 

Article2 
Discrimination is going, but we are still bugged by 

separate and unequal education departments, separate 
artificial citizenships, and very unequal distribution of 
political rights. 

Article3 
There have been no executions since November 

1989, after a disgraceful disregard for the sanctity of 
life in our earlier legislative and judicial practices. But 
for blacks and elderly whites at least, life is still cheap, 
and security is undermined by failure of the security 
forces to maintain a consistent image of impartiality. 
At times the police clearly intervene to stop violence; 
at others they clearly do not; at others they show 
partisanship which can extend, as in the Trust Feeds 
revelation, to downright bestiality. Protest marches 
designed to secure the removal of security forces from 
troubled areas should normally be cause for real con
cern, but can this be said in the light of events in Phola 
Park and around Maritzburg? 

The tradition under which security forces conduct 
private inquiries into their own misdemeanours will 
perhaps end after the opening of an official inquiry into 
the death of Matthew Goniwe; but can we be totally 
reassured when the budgetary provision for the special 
defence account has been increased by R209.5 mil
lions, and that for the secret service account by R22.1 
millions, at a time when we know that units discredited 
for their role in Namibia have been deployed else
wher_e, that clandestine units for the training of offi-
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dally sponsored thugs have been shown to exist, and 
the operations of the CCB remain hidden to this day? 

Article 4 
Agrarian serfdom died in South Africa with the 

elimination of tied farm iabour, and industrial serfdom 
with the abolition of the pass lawsand legal job reser
vation; but current agitation over the inadequate pro
tection of farm labour from abuse, and the continued 
frequency of light sentences on whites who murder 
employees, and of the murder of white farmers by 
blacks,' suggests that all is far from well. The situation 
has volatile political undertones. 

Article 5 
There has been improvement through the repeal of 

most legislation making third-degree examinations 
possible; butdo the law enforcement authorities al
ways obey the law? Turner, Webster, Goniwe, Mapu
mulo and many other cases remain unsolved. 

Article 6 
There seems to be some evidence that the replace

ment of an Advocate General by an Ombudsman, even 
though the office is held by the same person, has had 
positive results. But it also seems to be the case that 
he does not receive sufficient funds to do his job 
properly. 

Article 7 
Unlike Los Angeles, we have no jury system, though 

we still have a predominantly white bench; but it does 
seem that the need to change the profile of our court 
system is appreciated in legal quarters, and enjoys 
consensus among political leaders. 

Article 8 
We are still far from being able to guarantee 

remedies for invasion of private rights. The burning of 
homes in Natal, train murders, and taxi wars provide 
grim reminders. 

Article 9 
There has been an improvement in the matter of 

detentions and banishments; but can it be said that 
massive police swoops can be carried out without 
speculative arrests? The scale of crime still prevents 
properly targeted preventive measures, for which the 
projected enlargement of the police force and possible 
return of the 'bobby on the beat' are e.ssential, however 
difficult to achieve. 

Article 10 
The Winnie Mandela trial has been criticized as a 

'trial by newspapers', and the street demonstrations 
outside the courtroom seemed at the time to threaten 
the course of justice, as did the disappearance of key 
witnesses; and the argument that justice cannot be fair 
unless the bench reflects the composition of society as 
a whole, though not strictly logical, is sensitive enough 
to warrant speedy reforms. 

Article 11 
The disappearance of two-minute undefended pass 

law trials, which made a mockery of our judicial 
system, was pure gain: penalization is now restricted 
to crimes against better laws. But what can one say 
when crimes are under-punished, as in the case of 
policemen convicted of murder, whose offences do not 
seem to fall into the category of political crimes, and 
whose premature release has caused sharp criticism 
from serving judges? 

Article 12 
Censorship is less than it was, and official propa

ganda through the public media is at least less crude. 
Thank goodness we have buried the 'Total Onslaught' 
legend. 

Article 13 
The pass laws have gone, but there are thousands 

with nowhere to live, and the Zevenfontein affair 
(replicated in many other areas) shows that the right 
of all people to live somewhere, which is quite distinct 
from the right of ownership, has not been properly 
addressed by overly partisan central and local auth
orities. On the other hand, the obstacles in the way of 
return to South Africa by exiles have been effectively 
lifted. 

Article14 
We have provided asylum to large numbers of exiles 

from Mozambique, after setting up shocking barriers 
against easy access across the borders of the borders. 

Article 15 
After creating artificial homeland citizenships, we 

seem to be in the process of making a restoration of 
South African citizenship easier to obtain. 

Article 16 
In various ways, the rights of men in marriage are 

greater than those of women, especially in marriages 
under community of property. And the security of 
women with regard to rape, and their rights in the 
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matter of abortion, and the protection of children from 
abuse, require much more attention. 

Article 17 
The right to property exists, but access to the owner

ship of fixed property must be distinguished from the 
right of occupation. 

Article 18 
Ideas and beliefs are freer to hold than they were, 

and this is notably the case since the unbanning of 
communists and statutory communists. 

Article 19 
Freedom of speech includes the right to make· un

popular utterances in areas where the content may be 
unpopular, as in the case of political speeches made in 
Potgietersrus or Ventersdorp, Wits and Pretoria 
Universities or Mitchell's Plain. It is no gain to have 
censorship laws lightened om the one hand without 
the protection of free speech on the other; and if a 
democratic culture is to be made possible, this needs 
to be built into popular custom: it is not there yet. Nor 
can we be sure that media censorship is a thing of the 
past. 

Article20 
Freedom of assembly has made notable progress, 

above all with regard to the holding of political meet
ings and protest marches. Given the tight suppression 
beforehand, the l~ck Qf violence in public demonstra
tions was at first noteworthy; but there has been a 

7. Correspondence 

A full version of a letter by the Civil Rights League 
to the Cape Times on 26 May over ANC abuses of 
Human Rights. 

While the confirmation of the rumours which have 
long circulated about human rights abuses in ANC 
ranks must distress all those who believe in basic rights 
for all, Mr [Chris] Hani's candour and courage come 
as a blast of fresh air into a field generally marked by 
deceitful silence. 

In the absence of any admission remotely approach
ing that of Mr Hani by any government minister, the 
seemingly absolute incomprehension by the National 
Party of the enormity of the evils caused by apartheid 
become all the more conspicuous in the light of this 
admission. 

deterioration, not helped by the ubiquity of AK47's and 
so-called cultural weapons. · 

Current policy decisions to proceed more energeti
cally against private armies and unlawful possession 
of weapons and explosives come very late in the day. 
Meanwhile, on the trade union front, progress in cer
tain areas (notably negotiations between the NUM and 
the Chamber) has been impressive. The weapon of a 
general strike, used by COSATU in opposition to VAT, 
was responsibly used. But the action of black miners 
at Dumacol in taking white mine officials hostage 
remind us that ground rules also apply unerground, 
and that procedural skills need to be learnt more 
widely, whatever the provocation beforehand. 

Article 21 

The old idea that political rights should be limited 
to people of educational experience or wealth qualifi
cations, once dear to liberal thinkers, no longer holds 
water. The chief reason for this is that, in a situation 
where the government itself takes liberties with the 
confidence of the public by m~using public funds or 
by appearing to engage in subversive acts even extend
ing to murder against groups or citizens, the vote 
becomes the subject's last line of defence. It is quite 
clear that we have reached that point in South Africa. 
But it ought not any longer to be the vote in artificially 
segregated structures. 

These are the impressions of one reader. Otlrers may 
well wish to qualify or add to them - in the next issue? 

Reconciliation and justice can only be built on truth 
about past crimes against humanity. Without govern
ment acknowledgement of similar, greater misdeeds, 
there will be little hope of establishing a better order. 
(Hugh Corder) 

8. Group Areas: Return Of Land 
(Hansard 22 March 1992 col 640) 

The Minister of Housing said that a Commission had 
been appointed on 1 November 1991 in terms of a 
provision made in the Abolition of Racially Based Land 
Measures Act 108/1991, to deal with land allocation. 
Persons who feel that they have claims on land lost 
under the Group Areas :Act are at liberty to lodge 
motivated claims with the said commission for appro
priat~ action. 
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